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Foreword
•

Meeting the Greater Kudu
James Mellon, New York, March 2012

I

n evaluating the foremost species of big game for their trophy quality, I’ve
always relied on three criteria: the physical beauty of the animal, its rarity and
how difficult it is to hunt. By this triple standard, the greater kudu ranks extremely
high and I’ve met many seasoned sportsman who agreed with me that it is the
supreme African trophy.
I saw my first greater kudu where so many Americans have encountered him for the first time. I was then a rambunctious eight year old,
and in a desperate effort to distract me from mischief my governess
took me to the Museum of Natural History, in New York. When we
came to the display case with the majestic greater kudu bull, my distraction was complete. I was transfixed by the extravagantly exotic
creature that stood before me with one hoof resting majestically on
a stone and with the immense sugarloaf dome of Mount Kilimanjaro
in the background. The beast carried long perfectly spiralled horns.
Its ground colour was pale grey with a slightly beige tint and the faint
vertical side stripes and defining lines of its body formed such a
finely integrated whole that the slightest change would have completely shattered the animal’s perfect impression. As I ogled this
surreal creature, my immediate reaction was that I wanted to keep
him as a pet in my garden and if possible to saddle and ride him. I
was wildly determined to somehow “possess” a greater kudu and
from that first impression followed years of hunting for the quarry of my dreams.
My initial encounter with a live greater kudu was typical. I was on the Ruaha
River in central Tanzania where the kudu live in thickets of iron grey thorn bush.
My tracker was pointing frantically at a screen of tangled branches only 30 yards
in front of us and whispering, ‘Tandala! Tandala!’ I strained my eyes to see the kudu
but could only see thicket. Then suddenly something flicked. It was an ear. And
as soon as I recognized the ear, the whole kudu took shape. The faint white lines
which my untrained eye had mistaken for streaks of sunlight became the animal’s
stripes and the seamlessly integrated forms which I had mistaken for branches
became horns. That this 600 pound antelope had been standing just 30 yards
away and had escaped my notice until he flicked an ear points to the kudu’s
superb camouflage and perfect adaptation to its environment. And this is a kind
of beauty which cannot be seen when viewing the animal in a trophy room or
museum diorama.
The kudu then startled me completely. He uttered a sharp guttural “wuff” and
bounded away, emitting a string of grumbles which in his language can only have
been profanities. I had met the “grey ghost of the bush.” And yet, my encounter

A young Southern greater
kudu bull and cow
nervously approach a
waterhole.

 A gathering of the clans.
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with him was not entirely typical, for kudu are just as frequently shot in grassy
patches between the thickets or even in comparatively open country. At Singida,
again in Tanzania, we used to glass for them from rock outcroppings which would
also give us a vantage point from which to shoot for long distances. Under those
circumstances I would normally carry a .300 Winchester Magnum with a 10 power
scope. But when we were hunting them in a thorn tree thicket around the vantage
points, I would violate my pledge never to trust a gunbearer and would let a
tracker follow me with my .300, while I carried an iron-sighted .458.
For nobility of appearance, the giant sable is the only possible rival in Africa of
the greater kudu. Having shot them both, I would make three points about the
giant stable: the first, he only differs from the common sable in the immense
sweep of his scimitar horns. Those horns make a phenomenal first impression
on the hunter but the rest of the animal is of uninspiring appearance. He is also
extremely easy to hunt, on account of his preference for open forest with scant
underbrush and often 300 yards of visibility. More important, I found the giant
sable surprisingly unwary and very easy to hunt – which is one reason why he
eventually came to be menaced with extinction and is now strictly protected.
By contrast, the greater kudu is not one of Africa’s rarities. He is well adapted
to a variety of habitats, all of which include bush interspersed with grassland,
either on level or mountainous terrain. In fact, of the nine spiral horned African
antelopes, only the little bushbuck has a more extensive range. Hunters can
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therefore expect to find excellent greater kudu hunting in a number of African
countries for many years to come.
I have observed greater kudu as far north as the eastern Ennedi Mountains of
Chad, and they were reported to me in northern Eritrea and the adjoining Red
Sea Hills of Sudan. From the western limit of their habitats in central Chad, they
range intermittently eastward to Somalia and south as far as the Cape. But most
of the best trophies have been taken in the southern part of this range and in
recent times South Africa, Namibia and Botswana have produced exceptionally
fine heads. The greater kudu of Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda, Ethiopia, Somalia,
Sudan and Chad are smaller in body and shorter in horn than their southern
brothers and are therefore classified as different species.
Endowed with exceptional eyesight, keen hearing, an acute sense of smell,
hyper-alertness and an ingeniously camouflaged colouration, the greater kudu is
a wily challenging opponent but he is not Africa’s most difficult trophy to hunt.
That distinction belongs to his cousin, the bongo. But to compare these two
raises an immediate problem: there are two races of a bongo and they are radically different. Bongo of the eastern race, which occur only in the mountain forests
of Kenya, are much larger and more handsome than their western cousins. The
old male turns a magnificent shade of dark brown, in fact almost black, like the
colour of bitter chocolate and he is vastly more difficult to hunt in the cold wet
bamboo forests at 10,000 feet on Mount Kenya and in the Aberdares than his
more numerous, less wary, orange brown and smaller West African cousin. But
sadly, the eastern bongo is almost extinct. It has been strictly protected since
1977 and may never appear on the game list again.
Truth can be stranger than fiction and this book contains some memorable
episodes, not the least of which is Derek Todd’s unique account of killing his first
kudu bull with a sheath knife at the age of 13! My friend, Peter Flack, correctly
mentions that to shoot a greater kudu with a horn length of 60 inches or more is
recognized as one of the enviable achievements in African trophy hunting, like
shooting an elephant that carries 100 pounds of ivory per side. The problem is Sacred ibis
that the measurement of greater kudu trophies has been hopelessly muddled and
can only remain so. For almost a century, Rowland Ward’s Records of Big Game insisted
that kudu horns be measured up the side of the silhouette, not around the spiral.
But since so many of the official measurers were taxidermists who wanted to
flatter their safari clients, kudu horns were normally measured around the spiral,
which always results in a far greater horn length. My own best kudu measured
60¾ inches around the spiral but only 53½ inches up the silhouette. Since 1986,
the Rowland Ward standard has been to measure around the spiral, and this is
gratifying but it also comes too late to avoid an insoluble discrepancy with the
early records.
I will conclude with these thoughts: the greater kudu was the first African game
animal that I became aware of and he is the last one I could forget, for he
somehow encompasses the best that nature has to offer. What the eagle is to
America, let the kudu be to Africa. If I could keep only one trophy from all my
safaris, it would be my best greater kudu. Michelangelo could perhaps have drawn
this stunning creature from imagination but the hand that did draw it was that of
God, who is still the supreme artist.
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Introduction
•
Peter Flack

W

hen I was still a youngster, sitting around dining room tables on farms where
I had been culling – being seen and not heard as was the custom at the
time – I remember my elders and betters, for the first time, mentioning an animal
called a kudu. They spoke of them and the men who successfully
hunted them with respect and even a touch of awe. It was clear, even
to a novice like me who, at that stage, still thought that culling
springbok on a driven shoot was hunting, that this was a special animal
and the men who hunted them successfully were, somehow, the “real”
hunters and differed from people like me who were merely shooting
for meat to turn into biltong, dry sausage and venison for the cooking
pot. We might boast about how long a head shot had been or how
much the buck weighed that we had shot but these kudu hunters were
interested in something else, something more, something in addition
to the kudu biltong which was so highly esteemed on the farms.
At this stage of my life, I was blissfully unaware of trophy hunting.
Yes, the odd tanned springbok skin was left on the floor next to the
bed so you had something to stand on in your bare feet on those
freezing cold Karoo winter mornings. Some of the beds were also
covered in karosses made of dassie (rock hyrax) skins but that was about
it. I certainly can’t remember a house in which the horns or heads of any animals
were displayed although you could find the odd set gnawed by the dogs lying
near the butchery or in some dusty corner of the garage or tractor shed often
showing signs of horn borer beetle activity.
But these conversations intrigued me and, when culling eventually began to
pall and I asked to be paid for my services by being allowed to hunt an animal of
my choice, on my own, on one of the farms, a kudu was high on my wish list
although I knew that the chances of me being given permission to do so were

A young springbok ram
being released on
Bankfontein game ranch
as part of a restocking
program.

Below:– Bontebok, black
wildebeest and white rhino

 A mature Southern greater kudu bull in his prime during the rut.
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Domestic livestock being
burnt after dying from the
rinderpest plague in 1897.

between slim and none. The rinderpest plague which had swept down through
East Africa from 1894 and reached the northern parts of South Africa in 1896,
killed most of the buffalo and kudu and, even by the 1970s, when I was beginning
to expand my hunting horizons, kudu were still scarce throughout most of their
original range and many farmers took
it upon themselves, without any
prompting from anyone, to try and
conserve these much admired
antelopes. In fact, the whole game situation in South Africa was balanced
on a knife edge at the time and a
survey in 1964 estimated that only
557,000 game animals were left in the
whole country of which four species,
namely, white rhinoceros, Cape
mountain zebra, black wildebeest and
bontebok, were on the very brink of
extinction with none of these species
numbering more than 100 animals.
The regular refusals I received to my
requests to hunt kudu did nothing to
Peter Flack’s first super
deter me however and, in fact, only
Southern greater kudu bull
strengthened my resolve. The same
shot while hunting with
could be said for my first failure – one
Derek Todd near the
of many subsequent ones – when I
Limpopo River, South
was, at last, given permission to do so
Africa.
more, I think, because the farmer felt,
correctly as it turned out, that I stood more chance of falling pregnant than outwitting one of “his” grey ghosts.
I was in my twenties (and already in the early grip of the trophy hunting mania
that was to absorb me for the next 40 years), before I broke my duck in the South
African Lowveld. Instead of curing me of the disease, however, it had the opposite
2
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Kudu trophies in Peter Flack’s museum. From left to right: Southern greater kudu from Kwa Zulu/Natal; lesser kudu (top)
from the Omo Valley, Ethiopia; lesser kudu from Neberera, Tanzania; East African greater kudu from Kilwa, Tanzania;
Eastern Cape greater kudu from Bankfontein, Cradock, South Africa; Western greater kudu from Gos-Beida, Chad;
Southern greater kudu from Venetia, Limpopo, South Africa.

effect and I was now totally smitten by the grace, elegance and cunning of these
majestic, great, grey veld phantoms with their towering, spiral headgear. I had by
now also discovered Rowland Ward’s Records of Big Game and, in those days, knew
just enough to know that a true trophy had to measure at least 537⁄8 inches around
the spiral to qualify.
This became my next goal and one which frustrated me for almost as long as
the time it took me to shoot my first bull. Try as I might, and despite repeated
promises to myself, when, after a long day on the tracks, I found a Southern
greater kudu (Tragelaphus strepsiceros strepsiceros) standing at a distance and in a
position in which I could kill it with one clean shot, time and again I succumbed
to terrible temptation, only to find later in the skinning sheds that, much to my
belated frustration, my tape measure would not stretch to the required length.
I eventually crossed this Rubicon in spectacular fashion in my forties and not
only beat the Rowland Ward minimum entry level but the super kudu barrier at
one and the same time. It was as if the flood gates had opened and, suddenly,
everywhere I hunted, I came across huge kudu bulls. A 60-incher joined the first
super kudu on my walls. I shot the third largest Western greater kudu (Tragelaphus
strepsiceros cottoni) in Chad and two Eastern Cape greater kudu bulls (Tragelaphus
strepsiceros strepsiceros) in one morning. Despite dire warnings on how difficult it was Lesser kudu bull
going to be, and it was no “gimme” by any stretch of the imagination, my worst
fears, both before and during the hunt, were not realized and I went home at the
end of the 23 day safari with a good representative East African greater kudu
(Tragelaphus strepsiceros bea). It was not until my fifties and I turned my attention to
Ethiopia and its Abyssinian greater kudu bulls (Tragelaphus strepsiceros chora), that
my run of good fortune came to a grinding halt.
Having said that, I must confess that my first attempt at the smallest member
of the kudu family, lesser kudu (Tragelaphus imberbis), also met with failure but more
3

